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By Mark Whitehouse

The 2000s could be termed a
lost decade for the U.S. economy.

The average American’s an-
nual income stood at $39,446 as
of October 2009, up only 5.3% in
inflation-adjusted terms from
the end of the 1990s. That’s the
slowest growth registered in at
leastsixdecades.Theaverageper-
son’s net worth fell 13% through
September 2009 as stock and
home prices plunged. The S&P
500 delivered an inflation-ad-
justed total return of negative
30% through November 2009.

Meanwhile, income inequal-
ity grew. Although it’s still too
early to gauge the full effect of
the most recent financial crisis,
as of 2007, the highest-earning
0.1% of the population accounted
for 8.2% of all pre-tax income, ac-
cording to economists Thomas
Piketty of the Paris School of Eco-
nomics and Emmanuel Saez of
the University of California at
Berkeley. That was up from 6.6%
in 1999, and the highest level
since 1917.

Policy makers may be breath-
ing a sigh of relief as the world’s
largest economy shows signs of
emerging from the worst crisis
since the Great Depression. But
its performance in the 2000s is
forcing them to confront an age-
old quandary: how to save capi-
talism from itself.

For much of the past century,
America has served as the global
model for the power of free mar-
kets to generate prosperity. On
Jan. 1, 2000, the net worth of the
average American was 44%
greater than 10 years earlier—a
fact that many took as a vindica-
tion of the relatively unfettered
capitalism seen in the U.S. since
the 1980s. Throughout the
world, policy makers saw eco-
nomic reform as a steady march
toward the U.S. model, with its
flexible work force and dynamic
financial markets. Financial cri-
ses like those that occurred in
Asia and Russia were merely er-
rors or stumbles along the way.

Long Slide
In the 2000s, though, the U.S.

quickly went from being the bea-
con of capitalism to a showcase
for some of its flaws. The bursting
ofthe Internetbubble exposeddu-
plicity and cronyism in the stock
market, with analysts hyping
shares of investment-banking cli-
ents. The demise of Enron demon-
strated how the U.S. accounting
system, which had been held up as
aglobalstandard,couldbegamed.

Consumers spent too much
and saved too little, egged on by a
housing boom and lax lending
standards.

The financial sector assumed
an ever-larger share of the U.S.
economy, devising new invest-
ment products that contributed
to activity but, in the end, didn’t
add value. The result: a deep fi-
nancial crisis that has discred-
ited the idea, central to the U.S.
system, that bankers’ own inter-
ests would guide them to do what
was best for the economy.

The troubles in the U.S. stand
in sharp contrast to the relative
success of other countries, nota-
bly China. With a system that is
at best quasi-capitalist, China’s
economic output per person
grew an inflation-adjusted 141%
over the decade, and hardly
paused for the global crisis, ac-
cording to estimates from the In-
ternational Monetary Fund.
That compares with 9% growth
in the U.S. over the same period.

“The U.S. was perceived as
the place to emulate. To a large
extent that’s gone,” says Ra-
ghuram Rajan, a professor at the
University of Chicago Booth
School of Business who served
as chief economist of the IMF
from 2003 to 2006.

None of that is to say the U.S.
model has failed, say economists.
At least twice in the past century,
the U.S. has re-emerged from
deep crises to reinvent capital-
ism. In the 1930s, the Depression
compelled Franklin Roosevelt to
introduce Social Security, de-
posit insurance and the Securi-
ties and Exchange Commission.

After the brutal stagflation of
the 1970s and early 1980s, then-
Federal Reserve Chairman Paul
Volcker demonstrated the ability
of an independent central bank to
get prices under control, usher-
ing in an age in which powerful,
largely autonomous central
banks became the norm through-
out the developed world.

This time around, as the de-
bate over health insurance dem-
onstrates, Washington’s ability
to expand the social safety net is
limited by its massive debts,
which grew 65% in inflation-ad-
justed terms over the decade to
about $11.9 trillion as of Septem-
ber. Over the next decade, pro-
grams such as Social Security
and Medicare could face cuts as
the government seeks to close a
budget deficit that its stimulus
programs have ballooned.

Policy makers’ focus now,
though, is on the financial sector
that failed so spectacularly.

Progress has been slow, and key
pieces are missing, but the con-
tours of a new system are taking
shape. Banks will face stricter
limits on their use of borrowed
money, or “leverage,” to boost re-
turns. The Fed will keep a closer
eye on markets during booms,
and possibly step in to curb ex-
cessive risk-taking—a U-turn
from its previous policy of mop-
ping up after bubbles burst.

Risk and Reward
Such changes would amount

to a grand bargain: Give up some
of the growth and dynamism of
the U.S. economy for a safer, more
equitable brand of capitalism—
one that could avoid the kind of
busts that turned the 2000s into
such a disaster. Some economists
hope safety can come at minimal
cost. Jeremy Stein, a Harvard pro-
fessor who spent several months
advising the U.S. Treasury in the
darkestdaysofthecrisis,saysput-
ting a lid on leverage doesn’t
mean limiting financing for the
kind of entrepreneurial activity
and technological innovationthat
engender robust growth.

“There’s no reason for us to
turn against our willingness to al-
low companies to go public
quickly or any of that,” he says.
“It can lead to scandals some-
times, but it doesn’t pose any sys-
temic risks.”

Many of the changes under
consideration have never been
tried on such a scale, and some
will undoubtedly prove ill-con-
ceived. Given the lack of prece-
dents, there is little basis for an
educated guess at the outcome.

Butone thingis certain: Amer-
ica’s success or failure over the
next decade will go a long way to-
ward defining what the world’s
next economic model will be.

EMPLOYMENT
Even as the U.S. population 
grew by 35 million, the economy 
gained virtually no jobs.

The number of people 
employed, seasonally adjusted
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NET WORTH
The housing bust and 
stock-market rout have taken 
a toll on the average 
American’s wealth.

Value of assets per person, 
minus debts, adjusted 
for inflation 
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One Step Forward,
One Step Back
By many measures, the 
average American is not 
much better off—or worse 
off—than he or she was 
in 1999.

PERSONAL INCOME
An encouraging rise in income 
lost some ground as the 
recession cost jobs.

Income per person, 
adjusted for inflation
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Note: Change excludes 800,000 lost jobs that 
the Labor Dept. has yet to allocate by month
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Productivity has done very
well actually throughout the de-
cade, even during the recession.
That’s an excellent sign for the
economy, if that can continue.

I expect solid growth in 2010.
And in the longer run, the world
economy will continue to grow
rapidly. The thing that concerns
me is whether we are getting too
much regulation and social engi-

neering in the next few years. I would be concerned about that as a pos-
sible factor that is putting brakes on the growth of the economy.

Japan had a lost decade in 1990s, and we want to avoid that as we
go forward. I think we can avoid it and have much greater growth after
this recession. We have to make sure we don’t try to overtax and over-
regulate businesses. That’s my one major concern as I look forward to
the coming decade.

—Mr. Becker of the University of Chicago
won the 1992 prize in economics.

The Dimming of a Beacon
Riding High at the Start of the 2000s, the Nation’s Economic Model Had a Rocky Ride

A San Antonio home, above, faces imminent foreclosure without assistance in February 2009. Traders on the
floor of the New York Stock Exchange, below, on Sept. 29, 2008, the day the market plunged after Congress
initially rejected a $700 billion bailout for the U.S. banking industry, reeling from the collapse of housing prices.

It was only 10 years after the
Asian financial crisis that the
subprime crisis started in the
United States and rippled through
Europe and the entire world.

At the time, criticisms of
emerging markets—of their weak
financial systems and regulatory
deficiencies—were still being
made, while behind the scenes an
even bigger crisis was brewing in

Europe and the U.S. It wasn’t until then that people finally realized that
humankind’s greed is at the root of each and every crisis.

The crisis redresses the deep imbalances in the world, including the
gap between poverty and affluence, savings and consumption, human ex-
istence and environmental conservation. But if the hard lessons are eas-
ily forgotten and humankind goes the way of unsustainable develop-
ment again, similar crises could recur in more violent fashion.

—Mr. Jiang is chairman
of the Industrial & Commercial Bank of China.

Last year’s bailouts were a
game-changer in the financial in-
dustry. No one believes that if to-
morrow a major bank reached the
point of collapse, the government
would allow it to fail.

Instead, the government
backs every “too big to fail” bank
with an implicit guarantee—a guar-
antee that encourages excessive
risk-taking and distorts the cost of

capital as guaranteed and nonguaranteed (smaller) banks compete for
investors. The managers at big banks know that they can enjoy all the
upsides of risk while pushing off much of the downside to taxpayers.

The task for the decade ahead is to unwind these implicit guaran-
tees by making clear that every institution faces a real risk of liquidation
when it makes bad business decisions. That task will require new rules
of the road for Wall Street. The market has demonstrated that it is not
capable of self-correction; the job is up to us.

—Ms. Warren chairs the Congressional Oversight Panel on TARP.
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ONLINE TODAY: See more on
Americans' attitudes toward the
decade at WSJ.com/US
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